OASIS official bounty campaign has been started.
Bounty Fund is 30,000,000 OASIS tokens (3% of total issue).
Referral Fund is 10,000,000 OASIS tokens (1% of total issue).
The campaign will last until the end of the ICO.
Website: http://oasis.ac
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/Oasis.ac.neuro/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/oasis_ac
Telegram channel: https://t.me/oasis_ac
Telegram group: https://t.me/oasis_ac_chat
-

Bounty campaign description.
Bounty campaign starts on June 15 and lasts until the end of the ICO.
As a reward for your activity you will receive OASIS tokens. Tokens will be sent to
your ECR-20 wallet.
The amount allocated for the bounty program will be proportionally distributed
among the participants according to the stakes accumulated during the campaign.
Rules and conditions of the campaign are subject to change.
Budget distribution:
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Twitter – 15%.

Earn tokens for original tweets about the OASIS project and retweets of our official
announcements.
Budget and payments:
15% of the total amount of allocated tokens will be distributed among the campaign
participants on Twitter.
Level 4: 100+ followers – 0,5 stakes per week
Level 3: 250+ followers – 1 stake per week
Level 2: 750+ followers – 2 stakes per week
Level 1: 1500+ followers – 5 stakes per week
Level 0: 10 000 + followers – 10 stakes per week
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How to join:
1. First of all, you have to become the official OASIS follower here.
2. Make at least (2-5) retweets / tweets per week, special attention should be paid to
all important ads.
3. Fill out this form https://goo.gl/forms/0tRe5h2ho6WyeDWB2 .
Terms and Rules:
1. twitteraudit.com test results must be at least 85%.
2. You must make (2-5) tweets or retweets to OASIS every week.
3. You can make a 2 tweets/retweets per day maximum, and no more than 10 per
week.
4. Your tweets should be meaningful, not just usual spam.
5. Every tweet should contain at least 2 of the 3 official hashtags: #oasis, #oasistoken,
#oasisproject.
6. The retweet or comment must remain posted for at least 1 month after the end of
the campaign.
7. Accounts with followers-bots are not accepted to participate in the bounty
campaign.

Facebook – 20%
Earn tokens for marking the OASIS Facebook page as your favorite and sharing the official
OASIS ads.
Budget and payments:
20% of the total amount of allocated tokens will be distributed among the campaign
participants in Facebook
Level 4: For participants with 100+ friends – 2 stakes.
Level 3: For participants with 500+ friends – 5 stakes.
Level 2: For participants with 2000+ friends – 10 stakes.
Level 1: For participants with 5000+ friends – 25 stakes.
Level 0: For participants with 10 000+ friends – 50 stakes.
Extra level: For participants with 20 000+ friends – 100 stakes.
How to join:
1. Like Official OASIS Facebook page: https://www.facebook.com/Oasis.ac.neuro/
2. Make a post about the OASIS token sale, which will contain two links. The first link
is to the official website: http://oasis.ac, and the second link is to the official
announcement on Bitcointalk.
3. Fill out this form: https://goo.gl/forms/ZmW4dYqahDn5SBo02
Terms and Rules:
1. Facebook Accounts must have a Minimum of 100 Friends.
2. Facebook accounts must be original. Fake, dead, inactive and bot accounts will not
be accepted.
3. You must be an active and regular Facebook user, and must be sharing and «Liking»
OASIS's official posts and ads.
4. Account, as well as all shared posts should be publicly available.
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5. Participation with multiple accounts is not allowed. Participants using
multiaccounts will be disqualified and blacklisted from all current and future
campaigns.

Translation and moderation campaign - 5%

Earn tokens as a reward for translating the OASIS announcement theme, moderating it and
keeping the theme up to date by posting updates, news or any important announcements
to the local forum section.
Budget and payments:
5% of the total amount of allocated tokens will be distributed among the translation and
moderation campaign participants / local community management.
Announcement theme translation: 100 stakes.
Website translation: 100 stakes.
Terms of the OASIS Bounty campaign theme translation: 100 stakes.
Whitepaper translation: 400 stakes.
Moderation/management: 5 stakes per each accepted post.
Create a Telegram local channel to discuss the OASIS project in your language: 1 stake for
each participant at the moment of the campaign end.
How to join:
To reserve a language, please email us info@oasis.ac
After the translation complete, send us the links using the following form:
https://goo.gl/forms/BrEe4aJNJ79XuKVy2
Terms and Rules:
1. The translation must be literary. If you use Google translate, automated translators,
and other similar tools, your application will be rejected.
2. When calculating shares for moderation only participant's messages will be taken
into account. The participant should be active, if you are not active, another
moderator can be involved in theme updating and moderation.
3. Do not leave unnecessary messages to earn more stakes, this will result in messages
not being counted. Increasing the number of messages by posting useless messages
is prohibited, these messages will not be counted.
4. Inactive and dead topics are useless for the project and will not be accepted. We
expect that the announcement translators will be responsible for moderation of
their themes and will keep them active through regular translation of official
announcements, news and updates. If the translator has only created a theme and
does not pay attention to it, does not update the information, he will be disqualified.

Telegram bounty – 5%

Joining the OASIS Telegram channel will not only allow you to be aware of the latest
announcements and events but also to earn OASIS tokens!
Budget and payments:
5% of the total amount of allocated tokens will be distributed among the Telegram
campaign participants.
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For Telegram users: 1 stake.
How to join:
1. Join OASIS Telegram channel using the following link
https://t.me/oasis_ac
2. Join OASIS Telegram group using the following link
https://t.me/oasis_ac_chat
3. Next, confirm your participation by filling in the following form with your data:
https://goo.gl/forms/pb11XWwXyea6KoTx1
Terms and Rules:
1. Your account must be real, only one account per user will be counted to reward
2. Be active at least once a week.
3. Participants with fewer than 10 posts will be rejected.

Content creation - Blogs, forums, YouTube – 15%
Earn OASIS tokens by writing blog posts, forums, creating video content!
Budget and payments:
15% of the total amount of allocated tokens will be distributed among participants of this
campaign.
Payments are made depending on the content quality:
Perfect quality: 30 stakes.
Excellent quality: 20 stakes.
High quality: 10 stakes.
How to join:
1. Leave the link to your article or video in :
https://goo.gl/forms/zNUWeYwMDj9ARTHs1 , after posting your video or article.
Terms and Rules:
1. All participants must be subscribed to our official YouTube chanel
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC54fart5MWK_lhkjZIzOQ0g/
2. Blog or forum should be appropriate for the subject (crypto-theme, financial
theme).
3. Blog posts should be at least 250 words long. Posts on forums should not be less
than 100 words. YouTube video should be at least 2 minutes.
4. Blogs/forums/videos can be in different languages by agreement. Please write to
info@oasis.ac for approval.
5. Video must be about project OASIS and informative: token pre-sale, white paper's
aspects, technology, etc. YouTube channel must have at least 100 subscribers.
6. Videos and articles with fake views will be disqualified.
7. Only original content will be accepted.
8. Spam is prohibited. Non-thematic forums will also not be allowed to participate.
Posts that have been deleted or closed by forum moderators will not be counted.
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Signature campaign – 20%
Join the Signature campaign to assist the information distribution of OASIS project on
Bitcointalk. Forum members with "Member" and higher ranks only are allowed to join the
campaign.
Budget and payments:
20% of the total amount of allocated tokens will be distributed among participants of
Signature campaign.
Payments will be distributed on a weekly proportion basis:
Member: 15 stakes per week.
Full Member: 30 stakes per week.
Sr Member: 50 stakes per week.
Hero и Legendary: 80 stakes per week.
You will receive 5 additional shares per week for adding personal text in your profile and
setting an avatar.
How to join:
1. Set the signature code that matches your forum rank, then set the avatar and
personal text in the forum profile settings.
2. Fill out the form, indicating your forum rank and the necessary information here.
https://goo.gl/forms/SR6i2lTw7QwXPX4k1
3. Leave 10 constructive messages per week for each campaign participation week.
4. Leave the signature set until the end of the campaign.
Terms and Rules:
1. The signature must be in the profile until the end of the ICO, the signature
replacement before this time will result in a disqualification.
2. During the campaign, you must leave a minimum of 10 messages per week to
qualify for a reward.
3. Only meaningful and useful posts will be considered when counting the required 10
posts per week. Messages that do not correspond to the subject, or left to increase
the number of messages will not be taken into account.
4. The message must be at least 75 characters long to be counted.
5. Payments will be made within 30 days after the ICO is completed.
6. The signature must remain for at least one week until the table with the totals of the
number of counted posts is updated, replacing the signature before counting will
result in a disqualification.
7. Only users with Member and higher ranks are allowed.

Exclusive support – 20%
The section will be updated.
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